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This article gives us happiness as it tells the story of young footballers who managed to escape from
the horror of Taliban oppression thanks to the help of Kim Kardashian and many other people who
removed them from Afghanistan and arrived in West Yorkshire in England where they found welcome
thanks to Andrea Radrizzani who made available adequate equipment and professional coaches to
make them return to breathe freedom again following their passion: football
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Young female footballers who were helped by Kim Kardashian to flee Afghanistan with coaches and
family members and they started training at  Leeds United.  On Tuesday, the players trained for the
first time at the Thorp Arch facility in Leeds before being taken to Elland Road to watch Marcelo
Bielsa’s team beat Crystal Palace 1-0 in the Premier League, most of them had lost hope of being able to
get out of the oppression of the Taliban and once they hit the pitch they finally felt freedom. Khalida
Popal, the national team program director led the effort to get players out of Afghanistan since the
Taliban's return to power earlier this year, helping bring Australia's women's national team and youth
team into Portugal with the help of Leeds chairman Andrea Radrizzani and US socialite Ms Kardashian.
The squad, comprising 25 players and 10 coaches, is in temporary accommodation in Yorkshire and
has started training sessions with Leeds coaching staff. Leeds has offered its training facilities, has
offered its coaches, professional coaches, has also offered through its sponsor complete kits and
equipment for the players.
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 To understand the article it is essential to know where the stadium where the girls of the team trained
for the first time is located, it is located in the Thorp Arch facility of Leeds. Furthermore, it is necessary
to take note of the situation in Afghanistan and how women are deprived of all rights. The article is
addressed to all people, to inform them of what happened to the girls of the Afghan team
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The author's opinion is not present in the article, but there are many Mrs. Popal’s quotes (who led the
effort to get the players out of Afghanistan).  Mrs Popal underlines the great availability and generous
gesture offered by Leeds which gave the girls a sign of hope.  Even if the future of the players is
uncertain, the hope of keeping the team together is not lacking.




